
 

WGM RING ON ROPE SET

The ring on rope is a classic of magic!

 MMS is proud to present; The World's Greatest Magic's RING ON ROPE set!

 There is good reason why this effect has stood the test of time. First, it's
versatile... The ring on rope is perfect for all types of performers! It can be
performed from intimate close-up settings to the grand stage. It's also perfect for
walk around as everything fits right into your pocket. It packs flat and plays big!

 Aldo Colombini begins and ends this volume with two distinctly different routines.
The first combines a plastic ring, a length of rope and some great gags into a
routine that will amaze and entertain just about any audience. The other is a two-
ring routine with many visual eye-popping surprises.

 Daryl and Eric DeCamps both offer a routine with a small harness ring and a
cord that are both perfect for walk-around performers while Flip showcases a
routine with a linking ring and a piece of rope that can bring this classic of magic
to the biggest stage.

 Mark Leveridge performs and teaches a simple three-phase routine that
integrates a presentation that is guaranteed to get your audiences involved in the
magic.

 Frank Balzerak presents a routine that not only uses some of the classic Ring
and Rope sequences but also incorporates elements of the classic Cut and
Restored Rope.

 Ring on Rope routines are quick, visual and extremely magical... In this set, you
will learn all the routines presented AND just about every move ever invented.
Learn them the way they're taught, or mix and match the moves to create your
very own Ring on Rope routine!

  In this beautiful set you will receive ultra white coreless rope, a solid, heavy
chrome ring and detailed instructions!

 Routines include:
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ALDO COLOMBINI Ringing Around Too
DARYL Bracelet and Rope Routine
ERIC DECAMPS Ring and String Routine (Courtesy of Murphy's Magic
Inc)
FLIP Ring on Rope Routine
MARK LEVERIDGE The Ring Competition
FRANK BALZERAK The Puzzle (Courtesy of Murphy's Magic Inc)
ALDO COLOMBINI Ring on Rope
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